
This weeks…



8J from Miss. Haywood:

Well done for a fantastic civics lesson this week. You 
all engage in a difficult topic and I was very interested 

to hear all of your mature contributions!

Keep up the good work and working well as a form!

8J from Miss. Bevan:
8J were absolutely amazing yesterday in PE. Even though the weather was extremely 
cold (snowy conditions) and some were not wearing appropriate clothing for PE they 

still persevered and tried their absolute hardest with little complaints. I have seen a 
massive improvement in their behaviour this week and I am so proud every single one 

of them. Special shout out to Ammar (who asked me to send the shout out) for an 
amazing week in regards to his behaviour and dancing skills in form. Please keep up the 

hard work!



Everyone who participated in Culture Day:

Well done for being a part of a fantastic day 
celebrating so many different cultures!

It was amazing to see all the hard work and effort you 
had put in to your stall!

Ahmed G, Yasin, Nabeel & Adnan N from Miss. 
Livandovschi:

 Ahmed (8G) - was the first student in the running competition who got all answers correct. He 
was determined, focused and fast. Good job, Ahmed!

 Yasin and Nabeel (8G) - worked very hard throughout the lesson and completed the class work 
at their best, by taking the most advantage of the peer dialogue. Keep it up, boys!

 Adnan (8K) - was the most engaged student in the 'beat the teacher' game and this enabled 
him to make a real progress in improving his pronunciation!



Pupil of the Week
Yusuf Mudh-hid – 8Z- 10 Positive Referrals

Art- Well Done for yet again another 
fantastic cover Art lesson he was on task, 
focused and produced some good art work

Dance- Excellent teamwork in Dance!

History- For excellent focus and hard 
work in History. Classwork is being 
completed to a high standard and they are 
contributing to great discussions.


